[Measurements of TMR, Absorbed Dose using Long SSD TBI Dosimetry and Calculation Accuracy of Treatment Planning System].
Over the last 50 years, total body irradiation (TBI) has become widely used in conditioning regimens for the treatment of hematological malignancies prior to bone marrow or peripheral blood stem cell transplantation. Many techniques and prescriptions have been proposed, and the use of a treatment planning system (TPS) may be best in terms of preventing toxicity to normal tissues and insufficient low dose in bone marrow. Since many measurement data in TPS can be applied at source axis distance (SAD) (1 m), absorbed dose at long source surface distance (SSD) calculated by TPS must be verified prior to clinical use. The aim of this study is to evaluate the difference between (1) TMR measured at long SSD (4 m) and TMR at SAD and (2) the absorbed dose measured at long SSD and the absorbed dose calculated by TPS. TMR measured at long SSD agreed with TMR at SAD within 2.0%, while absorbed dose measured at long SSD agreed with that calculated by TPS within 2.5%. These verifications show that the CT-based treatment planning system of TBI can calculate prescription MU within an acceptable tolerance.